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influence upon foreign affairs is of the same kind.1
Although our ambassadors and ministers abroad are
ceremonially treated as his personal representatives, it
is safe to say that the King has no control whatever
over the policy they are instructed to pursue.    What
he can do is to add the personal touch, of which the
newspapers will make much in any land.   An attack is
made upon the life of a foreign President—the King
cables his sympathy.  A great international conference  (
assembles in London—the King opens it, and perhaps
entertains the delegates at Buckingham Palace.   Our
trade is  being supplanted in  South America—the
King's son is sent on a tour which, if successful, will
create a feeling of amity and a fashion for everything
British.   All these are functions which the prestige
of an ancient monarchy such as ours enables it to
discharge with advantage to the country.
Then the observant newspaper reader will be aware
that part of the King's time is given up to audiences.
For some of the people he receives—a successful air-
man, perhaps, or a retiring official—this is merely a
social distinction, but ministers are his most frequent
visitors and above all the Prime Minister. In a famous
book on the constitution, written eighty years ago,
Bagehot declared that, in his relations with his Prime
Minister, the Sovereign had three rights—"the right
to be consulted, the right to encourage, the right to
warn." It is probable that the Sovereign is consulted
less fully now than then: there used to be a taking of
1 Dr. G. M. Trevclyan's Grey of Falkdon has revealed the fact that King
George V, in December 1912, gave Prince Henry of Prussia a direct warning
that, in the event of war, "England would under certain circumstances"
come to the assistance of France and Russia. But the King informs the
Foreign Secretary of his action in terms which suggest that such intervention
on his part was unusual.

